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Chief’s Message
Dear Citizens of Santa Rosa and City Council members:
I am pleased to present the 2016-2021 Strategic Plan for your Santa Rosa
Fire Department. This document is the result of a collaborative effort
between the members of our department and the Santa Rosa Firefighters
L1401 to develop a roadmap for the future based on the input and priorities
of the Santa Rosa community. As your Fire Chief, I am encouraged by the
effort, ideas, and cooperation that went into the development of this plan
and am excited to lead the charge in making the goals within the plan a
reality for our department and community.
The plan is not our destination: it is simply the way to help us get where we want to go. The
implementation of the goals and strategies identified in the plan will help us fulfill our commitment to
providing the city and its citizens with great, safe neighborhoods by providing exceptional and efficient
service.
Our core mission has not changed in our 122-year history. We still provide fire, medical, and life
safety services to the Santa Rosa community. What has changed is how we execute this mission.
As our industry standards, the economy, and the community change, so do the methods by
which we deliver these services. In an effort to capture this element, the mission statement has
been revised in this plan to read:
“As a professional, all-risk fire department, we protect lives, property, and the
environment through emergency response, prevention, and community involvement.”
The support of the City organization, the Santa Rosa community, and our department members is critical
to our ability to make the goals outlined in this plan a reality. We are grateful for your support in the past
and look forward to continuing the internal and external partnerships that ensure mutual success. This is
a living document that will receive regular review to ensure it evolves in response to the changing and
emerging needs of our community.

Sincerely,

Tony Gossner
Fire Chief
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A Brief History
The Santa Rosa Fire Department (SRFD) was established as a full-time fire department in January 1894.
The SRFD also serves as the Roseland Fire Protection District Fire Department through contract, along
with automatic aid agreements with the County of Sonoma, and Rincon Valley, Kenwood and Bennett
Valley Fire Protection Districts. The SRFD has a staff of 146 employees serving a community population of
over 181,000 residents. There are ten fire stations strategically located around the city. The SRFD responds
to more than 25,000 calls for service per year specific to fire, emergency medical, rescue, and hazardous
materials incidents. The department provides fire suppression, rescue, first response emergency medical
services, operations-level hazardous materials response, fire prevention, and life-safety services from all
ten fire stations covering 42 square miles within the service area. As of December 2016 the SRFD has been
upgraded from a Class 3 rating to a Class 1 rating by the ISO (Insurance Service Office). The ISO evaluates
over 40,000 Fire Departments Nationwide, with only 178 earning the Class 1 Rating as of 2016.
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Organizational Chart
To operate effectively, the structure of a fire department needs to be clearly defined in the form of an
organizational chart.
The chart institutionalizes the City of Santa Rosa Fire Department hierarchy, identifies roles, and most
importantly, reporting authority. A well-developed organizational chart helps ensure the appropriate flow
of communication while simultaneously limiting opportunities to circumvent the reporting structure.
Figure 1: City of Santa Rosa Fire Department Organization Chart
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Planning
For any organization, public or private, to reach its full potential, it must have a strategic plan. An
organization that knows where it is going, knows the environment in which it must operate, and identifies
how to get there will have the best chance of meeting the needs of
the community and achieving its goals. Members of the SRFD have
engaged in a comprehensive planning process designed to:




Refresh the organization’s commitment to excellence,
Build upon the success and traditions of the past, and
Set the path to future success.

This strategic planning process is more than the creation of a
document. It challenges the membership of the organization to
look critically at existing paradigms, values, philosophies, beliefs,
and desires, and it inspires individuals to work together in the best
interest of the organization. Furthermore, the planning process
provides the membership with an opportunity to have a voice in
the development of the organization’s long-term direction and
future focus.
Public safety agencies—and the fire service in particular—find
themselves in a very competitive and complex time. Our nation’s first responders are being continually
challenged to be more efficient while maintaining the same—or better—level of effectiveness. Public
expectations are increasing while financial and other resources are decreasing. Impacts are being felt
across the nation as the effectiveness of our public safety systems strain against the pressure to do more
with less.
With these issues in mind, planning teams must have a clear understanding of their organization’s
direction, the public’s expectations, and the impact of limited resources to ensure the capacity and
capability is necessary to accomplish goals and objectives. To make the most efficient use of available
resources, organizations must set goals and objectives based on constructive efforts while eliminating
programs that do not serve the customer.
It’s important to note that the strategic planning process does not end with the production of a report or
with the simple establishment of goals and objectives. To be effective, the plan must be integrated into
SRFD’s day-to-day operations Ensuring the plan drives and informs everyday activities requires a robust,
collaborative implementation strategy. Each organizational unit and member must function in concert to
effectively and efficiently implement the plan. Successful implementation requires constant review and
adjustment to support continued relevance and focus.
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Planning for Future Opportunities: Our Mission, Vision and Values
Mission
The mission statement of an organization should clearly define the major services that are provided to
the community. The mission statement identifies why the organization exists and it keeps department
members focused on what is truly important to the organization. The mission statement should be
understood by all department members and posted prominently throughout the organization’s facilities.
Each member should commit the mission to memory.
The SRFD developed the following mission statement as part of the 2016 Strategic Planning Process:
As a professional, all-risk fire department, we protect lives, property, and the
environment through emergency response, prevention, and community involvement.
Vision
The vision of an organization clearly defines and establishes what it is the organization intends to become.
It functions as a guiding beacon as the strategic plan and initiatives are completed. At the conclusion of
the plan, the adopted vision should be a reality and accurate portrayal of the SRFD. The SRFD developed
the following vision statement:
Santa Rosa Fire Department Vision

Be a progressive and innovative organization that anticipates and influences change.

Continue to develop our role as a community and regional leader on and off duty.

Be an organization committed to the safety and development of our members.

Be a team whose members are effective, empowered, and enthusiastic in their service.

Prepare ourselves and our community for natural and man-made disasters.
Values
Core values identify the fire department’s culture and belief system; they guide the organization’s internal
conduct, as well as its relationships with the communities that it serves. Core values also help clarify what
the organization considers to be appropriate and inappropriate behaviors. SRFD identified and confirmed
the following core values using the SERVICE acronym:
The Santa Rosa Fire Department’s Core Values are – SERVICE








Selfless
Engaged
Responsive
Visionary
Innovative
Committed
Ethical
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Fire Chief’s Vision
While mission statements define why an organization exists, vision statements describe what the
organization intends to accomplish over time. A good vision statement by the Fire Chief serves as a guide
for continuous self-improvement and provides additional direction and focus for the department and
community. As a part of the strategic planning process, SRFD Fire Chief Tony Gossner shared this vision
with the team.
The SRFD is an organization that
• Maintains and builds collaborative and respectful
relationships between all the communities we serve, SRFD
management and staff members, and established
committees, work groups, and governing bodies;
• Provides high quality, all-risk response capabilities and
specialized services that set us apart from other fire
departments within our region;
• Has adequate and professional administration, support
services, equipment, training, and stations that supply our
members with what is needed to do their job while providing
comfort, safety, and pride;
• Is a visible leader in integrated fire, rescue, and EMS
services for the purpose of enhancing services to all
communities served by the SRFD;
• Prepares our members to assume future leadership roles with the training and skill set
necessary to take the SRFD to the next level; and
• Integrates and demonstrates our mission statement, vision statement, and core values at all
levels of the organization.
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Planning Methodology and Environmental Scan
The Customer-Centered Strategic Planning (CCSP) process was used to develop the City of Santa Rosa Fire
Department (California) Strategic Plan. The methodologies used in the CCSP process have been employed
extensively in America’s fire service for over 30 years. Organizations as large as the International
Association of Fire Chiefs (IAFC) to small one-station volunteer fire departments have used the process
successfully. The CCSP process is a product of Emergency Services Consulting International (ESCI) of
Wilsonville, Oregon.
To effectively create strategic initiatives, the SRFD Planning Team needed to evaluate the existing external
and internal organizational environment. To this end, a variety of “environmental scan” methodologies
were employed, specifically:
•
•
•
•

Structured Stakeholder Interviews
Citizen Forum Meetings
Citizen Survey
Community and Internal Interviews and Dialogue

Detailed results of the environmental scan process were compiled and are summarized in the following
sections. In brief, community forums were held in different areas of the city and 66 online surveys were
distributed to the community via social media channels and the website. These data elements were
shared during the community stakeholders meeting and used as guiding data points for the Strategic
Planning Team.
The CCSP Process

Focus Group Meeting
In order to dedicate time, energy, and resources on the
functions that are most desired by its customers, the SRFD
wants to understand customers’ priorities and
expectations. Two facilitated citizen forums and 66 online
survey respondents were used to obtain the community’s
perspective of the SRFD. Invitations were sent from the Fire
Department and City to community leaders and established
community leader and participation mailing lists.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Review agency background
Define services provided to community
Establish community service priorities
Identify community expectations and
concerns
Develop mission statement
Develop future vision statement
Establish guiding principles (values)
Perform environmental scan with
external and internal stakeholders
Identify major categories affecting
agency’s potential to achieve success
Create goals that address strategic
initiatives
Create objectives that accomplish goals
Establish timelines for each objective
Develop agency performance measures
to gauge progress

Feedback was solicited regarding the following:
•
•
Prioritization of current services and planning
elements
•
•
Current cost, staffing, and response performance
•
•
Expectations, concerns, and perceived
•
organizational strengths
•
Appropriateness of the current mission, vision,
and guiding principles
Forum and survey participants were asked to fill out several survey instruments pertaining to how they
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think the SRFD should plan for the future. The planning priorities were presented to the citizens as a forced
ranking of seven separate dimensions; each citizen listed these seven dimensions in order of their
perceived importance. Results were then compiled to reflect the group’s ranking of planning priorities.
The following figure describes their planning priorities.
The first survey instrument was used to determine what the citizens served by the SRFD saw as important
planning priorities. The following graphs display the individual and collective feedback regarding planning
priorities received at the community meetings:
Figure 1: Citizen Planning Priorities
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Forum and survey participants felt it was most important to center the SRFD planning and funding efforts
on the technical and professional competence and safety of their fire service provider to ensure adequate
service to communities. In the next highest priority, equal prioritization was given to ensuring that fire
department facilities and equipment were maintained, reliable, and functional and ensuring the SRFD can
maintain adequate response times, resulting in an appropriate and effective response force.
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Next, the citizens were asked to identify the most important functions and services the fire department
provides based on the list of services that are currently provided and rank those services as a critical
priority, an important priority, or a low priority. In this case, the participants could elect to assign a single
priority to multiple services. The following figure describes the forum participants’ service priorities:
Figure 2: Citizen Service Priorities
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Forum and survey participants were consistent in their desire to have the SRFD center their efforts on the
core mission of fire suppression, emergency medical services, and fire prevention. The next tiers of service
priorities were centered on technical rescue, fire/arson investigations, and emergency preparedness.
Lastly, while those surveyed felt community education classes were important, they rated classes optional
given the limited resources. However, there was consistent and strong support for a continued presence
and interaction with the communities served.
Survey participants were asked to list any services they believe the SRFD should be providing that were
missing from the list. The following were indicated as important to consider:











Fuels reduction
Response to calls from seniors who have Lifeline or other “emergency button” services.
Defensible space around buildings, most homeowners/renters don’t’ know about this
Periodic testing and maintenance of hydrants
Partner with landscapers and farmers to reduce brush, vacant lots full of high brush. Partner with
recyclers to tear down abandoned buildings
Provide fire extinguisher demos, training events and free home safety inspections
Handling explosives
Additional efforts to build awareness and interest in the COPE program
Keeping community apprised in real time of fires in their neighborhood
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Next, the participants were asked to rate and compare the staffing, response performance, and cost of
services with their expectations and desired service levels.
Figure 3: Citizen Ranking of Staffing Levels

Focus and survey participants identified that the current staffing of the SRFD is appropriate to meet the
needs of the community. Additional personnel would help to meet the existing and anticipated future
service delivery needs. There was acknowledgement that existing recources have experienced reductions
and have been redistributed in an effective manner. The community recognized that the service delivery
demands exceed current resource capabilities.
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Figure 4: Citizen Ranking of Performance Response Levels
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Participants by a large margin felt responses by SRFD were appropriate. This is consistent with the staffing
level responses, and indicates that the participants feel they are adequately protected by the SRFD.
However, participants frequently mentioned they would like to see SRFD distribute and concentrate
resources in a manner that will ensure adequate personnel and apparatus within the desired response
time targets and take into account the severity, magnitude, and appropriate response level for each call.
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Figure 5: Citizen Ranking of Cost of Services
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While cost was a significant issue and concern for all who provided feedback, the common perspective
was that the resources allocated to SRFD are managed well and are being maximized for efficiency and
effectiveness. There was some support for adopting new fiscal tools, such as an additional Battalion Chief
and peak demand staffing, grants, and other efficiency and revenue measures, to ensure adequate service
levels and capabilities are maintained.
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Lastly, forum and survey participants were instructed to share with ESCI what their desired response time
is, given their understanding and observation of response times by SRFD. These responses are based on
the personal perceptions and biases of the participants and did not take into consideration past
performance data or comparison to fire service industry best practices or standards. In the following
ranking, participants were asked if they should receive a different (longer or shorter) response time based
on where they are at within the community:
Figure 6: Citizen Ranking of Desired Response Time
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Most focus and survey participants felt that SRFD reponse times should be consistent regardless of their
location in the community. Some indicated that adjustments in reponse times should be considered for
incidents located farther away from the stations.
In the last exercise participants were asked to give the response time they feel should be achieved by
the SRFD and Figure 7 on the following page, depicts the results.
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Figure 7: Desired Response Arrival Time
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Current overall SRFD response times are at 5 minutes 55 seconds, 90% of the time. The four-minute or
less and five-minute or less response time targets received the highest amount of votes for expected
response times. Some indicated a desire for arrival times as soon as possible and allocations for the
severity of emergency.
There was a consistent desire by participants for SRFD to maintain industry and regional best practices.
There was support to decrease current response times to meet industry best practices. In addition, there
was a common understanding and desire to have appropriate resources respond to calls based on the
urgency of the call and need for personnel and services. There was strong support for a tiered response
force with alternative response options based on the type of call and the associated urgency and
magnitude of the incident.
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Customer Strengths
Customer views on the strengths and image of emergency service organizations are indispensable to the
strategic planning process. First, customer input on existing organizational strengths provides a crucial
outside perspective on what is working within and for the community. Without this information,
organizations run the risk of putting valuable resources and effort into areas that are already successful.
Second, using and promoting customer-identified strengths may often help the organization overcome or
offset some of the identified weaknesses.
The citizens’ group identified the following strengths:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Staff is accessible, friendly, cooperative,
thoughtful, and well organized
Fire suppression
Response to all-risk
Quick response
EMS skill level
Friendly
Paramedics with great team work
Public outreach – Boy Scout tours and
school visits
Rolling with fiscal changes and rotating
station changes
911 teams delivering service with respect
and care
Strong, compassionate and able to maintain a sense of humor in a crisis
Courteous and professional even with sensitive subject matters (homeless, etc.)
Educating young citizens
Medical response teams are fast and efficient – caring, professional people
Prepared for all emergencies that have occurred in our city and as mutual aid to other Sonoma
County agencies.
Dependable – Credible – Professional – Blessed
Good relations with the City – no public union disputes
Community connections and open communications
Delivering news in a timely manner – presence on Facebook and real time updates on local fires.
Professional – calm in the face of any call
Very quick response times – Well trained (including medical training) employees
The engines and the staff always look sharp and clean promoting a good image for the City
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Customer Expectations
Understanding what the community expects of its fire and emergency medical services organization is
critical to developing an effective long-range perspective. Armed with this knowledge, the SRFD internal
emphasis can be adjusted to better fulfill customer needs.
The citizens’ group identified the following expectations:


































Skill – Training and response techniques
Dependability
Maintain response time
Maintain patience and a calm demeanor
with distraught people
Be part of the community
Brave
Be involved with the development of the
community
First responders to be paramedics. Provide
service by closest station
Respond to an emergency as quick as
possible; to be available to those in need in emergencies; to conduct yourselves in a manner
worthy of inspiration to our youth
Save Lives – Save Structures – Save Wildlands – Share resources with other cities and counties
(strike teams) – Public Outreach
Professional training and up to date equipment in good repair for firefighters and emergency
medical personnel
Fully staffed and equipped fire houses that remain open 24/7
Line and management personnel maintain good physical health
Competitive salaries and benefits for all employees
Proactive outreach for qualified diversity in staffing
Active participation in mutual aid agreements and exercises
Bilingual community education for students and families regarding fire safety, career
opportunities, and “a day in the life of a firehouse”
Attendance at conferences and other special venues to enlarge and enrich the department
capabilities and knowledge
Promote response – Respect for citizens – Ability to take control of emergency situations with
compassion for victims – Suitable training for understanding and responding to emergency
situations
Skillful decision making in a crisis
The strength, knowledge and training to meet any crisis
Educating the kids in our schools about prevention – Discussions with the council people about
the problems of homeless in the community
Protect lives first – property second. Keep it simple!
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Maintain response times to medical emergencies, four minutes or less
Help control/eliminate fires on public and private spaces
Assist with traffic injuries/crashes
Rapid response – Respectful instructions
Provide top quality fire protection service to our community; suppression, prevention, education
– Provide high quality EMS service to augment ambulance service in our community – Maintain
the highest standards of professionalism when representing the department.
Respond quickly and effectively to fires and other emergencies threatening lives and property –
where possible, prevent such emergencies from occurring – Get maximum performance from
whatever limited funding the City Council provides – Advise City Council on likely impact of
potential increases or decreases in funding each year
Quickly and safely respond to emergencies – in coordination with SRPD, visually identify potential
fire and safety hazards within Santa Rosa communities and surrounding areas, semi-annually –
Notify affected property owners – Be safe!
Effectiveness in provision of fire and emergency medical services – Efficiency in provision of fire
and emergency medical services – Effective disaster preparedness education and response
Answer the calls quickly and be polite and cordial to the victims of the fire and accidents
To be guided by their mission statement
Quick responses – fully staffed – and able to field all calls
Protect property from fire, rescue someone in a life threatening situation and able to field all calls
To put CERT and COPE programs in place with full support of staff
Public notifications of local fires – posting fire safety tips and advising the citizens about arrests
of people using illegal fireworks and tying that to fire prevention
Emergency service – firefighter safety – training – prevention – education – community
involvement
Responding to urgent needs – public safety education – weed abatement
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Customer Concerns
The Customer-Centered Strategic Planning process would be incomplete without expression from the
customers of their concerns about the organization. Some concerns, in fact, identify weaknesses within
the delivery system. Others may be perceptions based on limited customer knowledge.
The citizens’ group identified the following concerns:






















SRFD being understaffed
Research fire insurance funding
Involvement with City Planning not sufficient
Addressing the needs of Route 12 in the event
of an evacuation
City Council support
The empty fire station on Parker Hill Road off
Chanate is attracting homeless people
Turning down the most qualified candidates for
the sake of “celebrating diversity” as stated in
the value statement.
Seeing budget pressures eroding service levels
or department morale. Keep the expectations high and the department funded to meet those
expectations
Union agreements hampering the productivity of the department while raising labor costs
(including health, retirement and disability benefits) much higher than necessary to ensure
qualified, stable and sufficient staffing. As long as this worry persists in the community, it will be
difficult to win support for current much less increased funding for the SRFD despite the courage
and dedication of individual employees
Not offering CERT training to Santa Rosa residents – would like to see this happen
Oakmont exit strategy
SRFD and other City departments and their unions need to get ahead of the ‘pension’ issue
Living near Petaluma Hill Road and not being able to access a website with real time updates of
fire spreading that would result in evacuation. Same issue in Santa Rosa at the base of a dry hill
Firefighter safety and training
Pension costs. Transparency in use of public funds
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To effectively establish a planning framework, it is imperative that organizations adopt and use a mission
statement, vision statement and values on which they can build policy priorities, goals, objectives, and
recommendation for the future. Citizens were asked to comment on the relevance and impact of the SRFD
existing mission statement and values. In addition, they offered suggestions on key elements that should
be included in vision statements for the future.
The citizen groups identified the following key elements:
Previous Mission Statement Perceptions:



























Too long but good and comprehensive
Continue to work on countywide fire
protection policies that cross city limits
100% perfect
Good use of “action words”. Use them to set
goals and objectives and they are the metrics
by which you determine whether or not
you’ve met your mission.
I’ve had nothing but outstanding help from
SRFD when I’ve called 911 for an ambulance.
They are the very best role models for our community
Sounds good – I like it – no suggestions
I commend you putting in role models since many people like to back away from that statement
Great mission statement
With the many disasters occurring in Northern California … and the USA, everyone is highly aware
of the value of our fire departments! This is good timing for a survey
Excellent
We have nothing but respect for you all
Offer citizen training
Strongly agree with the statement
All the while protecting the identity of those we serve
Can’t believe that anyone would criticize that mission statement
“… Minimize the loss of life and damage to property and the environment” … Suggested change
“…minimize the loss of life and damage to people, property and the environment.”
Statement includes everything but the kitchen sink; I would prioritize the components
You have definitely measured up as per all of these statements
Excellent seems like an unattainable goal. Please get legal advice to ensure you are not making
promises that people can sue you for
Seems a little long … San Diego Fire Department’s mission: To serve the community of San Diego
by providing the highest level of emergency/rescue services, hazard prevention and safety
education ensuring the protection of life, property and the environment
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Previous Vision Statements Perceptions:






























Not futuristic
Needs to be where you want to be
More City Planning involvement
“Lean” can be interpreted as “understaffed or less staffed due to budget cuts” giving the
impression that, theoretically, enough responders many be available to respond to multiple
situations at all times. Perhaps reword
“aggressive”. While most people
differentiate between police and fire
responders some people see badges and
uniforms and overreact. Consider
rewording the statement.
Good – 100% perfect – Sounds good –
Excellent – Strongly agree – Great vision
statement
Vision
statements
are
totally
unnecessary when you have a mission
statement and core values statement
The members of SRFD that I have met
are compassionate professionals with the exact qualities that you have mentioned here.
Not so sure about “lean, aggressive”. Especially “aggressive”. Not really a trait I would want in a
rescuer. And “lean” sounds as if it might translate to “understaffed”
The word lean may be good for cost but not for high quality service
What do you mean by lean? My first thought is skinny and barely enough to get by. Aggressive?
Another term that doesn’t seem appropriate, maybe aggressively fighting fires, but the
department should do and does do more than that. Aggressive and lean are not terms that sound
positive.
Protect people from needless harassment from news media, opportunistic lawyers and scam
artists.
While I understand the use of “aggressive” to mean “with vigor” others may interpret it “likely to
attack”. Consider replacing it with “energetic” or “passionate”.
I’ve never heard anything negative about the fire department.
Fine vision.
I’d prefer that you use the “most effective techniques and technologies” rather than the “newest”
ones. I’d note the inherent resource limitation in the second sentence, e.g., “within the resources
allocated to our mission by our community’s elected leaders.”
A noble goal
I would suggest an additional statement about COPE (helping citizens prepare for a disaster)
OK
Lean = underfunded. You can’t be both lean and give everyone what they want.
Would need to know to what end you are developing a vision statement. Above there are quite a
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few strategic goals – hiring, technology, equipment, and budget.
Nicely written

Values Important to the Community:


















Dependability
Bravery
Skilled – Training
Response Time
Involved in the Community
Patience with Distraught People – Maintaining
a Calm Demeanor
Involved with the Development of the
Community
Continue the paramedic on all first responder
trucks
Honoring the posted POLST’s of citizens
COPE
Excellent Judgement
Working with City Council and the Mayor’s office
Quality Service
Adapting to the changing circumstances of the community
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Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Challenges
To properly formulate strategic initiatives, the internal planning team had to evaluate the external and
internal organizational environment. The internal planning team combined feedback and their collective
knowledge of the organization from the citizen forum and survey results and the community to assess the
department’s operational environment. Analyzing the organization’s strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities, and challenges (SWOC) is the first step in identifying actionable strategies for the future.
The internal planning team identified the following department strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and
challenges. The four items listed under each category represent the highest priority topics of the SRFD
Strategic Planning Team.

Strengths
The identification of organizational strengths is the first step in the environment scan. An organization’s
strengths identify its capability of providing the services requested by its customers. The organization
needs to make certain that its strengths are consistent with the issues it faces. Programs that do not match
organizational strengths or primary functions should be reviewed to evaluate the rate of return on staff
time.
The planning team identified the following strengths. The strengths in bold text were voted as the six
highest-valued strengths.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

People
Passion about job
Operational competence
Strong operational units
High level of employee
investment/sufficiency
Efficient use of resources
Customer service oriented - “go the extra
mile”
Exceeding industry standards “All Risk”
Encourages learning
Fiscally responsible
Desirable place (location) to work
Self-sufficient (good pool of talent)
Can-do attitude
Great reputation as fire department
Good regional cooperation
Regional leader
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Weaknesses
Organizational weaknesses, or lack of performance, are also an important environmental scan element.
To move forward, the organization must honestly identify the issues that have created barriers to success.
Weak areas needing improvement are not the same as
challenges, which will be identified later, but rather
Weak areas needing improvement are
those day-to-day issues and concerns that may slow or
not
the same as challenges…but rather
inhibit progress. Internal organizational issues, as
those day-to-day issues and concerns
identified by the planning team, are typically issues that
that may slow or inhibit progress.
are at the heart of an organization’s problems.
The Planning Team identified the following
weaknesses. The Planning Team voted the weaknesses in bold text as the five most significant:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Staffing (poor applicant pools and demographic fluctuations)
Aging fire stations
Training – opportunities for external training
Increased service demand impact (specific incidents, e.g., homeless, seniors)
Create partnerships external and internal
Coverage issues
EMS external variables (programs)
Fleet maintenance
Internal customer satisfaction (apparatus/equipment)
Underutilization of employee expertise
Better education with citizens
Real or perceived communication issues (getting information out to groups, links/loops)
Standardized communication consistency
Under-supported specialty units (Haz Mat, Special Ops)
Under-staffed to meet priorities
Lack of capital replacement (forecasting and schedule programs)
Span of control
Funding
Too much reliance on technology
Pre-incident planning (e.g., mapping program)
Competing priorities with City
Task saturation – We say “Yes” too often
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Opportunities
An organization’s opportunities and challenges are generally derived from the external environment.
Opportunities are focused on existing services and on expanding and developing new possibilities inside
and beyond the traditional service area. Many opportunities exist for the department.
The Planning Team identified the following opportunities. The opportunities in bold text were voted as
the four most significant:
•
•

•

•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•

Restructure EMS (need to examine)
Contracting opportunities with
neighboring cities (Haz Mat, Airport, and
Rincon Valley)
Increase coverage staffing (growing to
meet the demand)
Create partnerships external and internal
Experience within organizational
utilization
Explore fees for service for private sector
assistance
Addressing mental health services
(expand Fire Department voice)
Admin cross training for depth
City Housing Action Plan – Impact fees
Recoup skilled nursing fees
Educate public for better self service
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Challenges
There are conditions in the external environment that are not under the organization’s control. The
identification of these conditions allows the organization to develop plans to mitigate or respond when a
challenge becomes an obstacle. By recognizing these challenges, an organization can greatly reduce the
potential for loss.
The Planning Team identified the following threats or challenges. The challenges in bold text were voted
as the four most significant threats facing the department:



















Measure O & P issues
Statutory and policy impacts
Upcoming EMS franchise RFP
Homelessness issues
Changes in world climate – police/fire
fighter safety
Marijuana changes
National and statewide reporting
requirements
Meeting industry standards (e.g., safety
gear)
Terrorism and threat assessment
Increased training mandates
Extreme events (active shooter)
Loss of a firefighter
Inadequate technology staffing
Retirements and turnover
Economic downsizing preparedness
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The Strategic Plan
Strategic initiatives fulfill the mission of the organization and provide individual members with clear
direction. Strategic goals and objectives are management tools that need to be updated on an ongoing
basis to identify accomplishments and to note changes within the organization and the community.
Strategic goals and objectives, as well as performance measures, should become the focus of the
organization’s efforts. By following these initiatives and objectives carefully, the organization will be
guided into the future and should benefit from reduced obstacles and distractions.
Using the array of internal and external input collected during the retreat process, the SRFD Strategic
Planning Team combined the information gained with its collective knowledge of the organization and the
internal and external factors that influence the outcome of the organization’s services.
The team developed a specific set of strategic initiatives that will serve as the focus for the
organization’s strategic plan. Each initiative was followed by subordinate goals and objectives aimed at
developing a prioritized work plan for the next three to five years. The initiatives are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Service Delivery
Training
Finance
Community Engagement
Administration and Support Services
EMS
Fire Prevention and Certified Unified Program Agency (CUPA)

After a brainstorming session by the Strategic Planning Team that identified the policy initiatives, the team
developed goals for each initiative and identified specific objectives for the accomplishment of each goal.
Once the objectives for each goal were reviewed and refined, the team identified individuals and
committees who will be assigned the objectives and charged with the development of operational plans
for each objective.
Goals and objectives were established to accomplish each identified initiative. Each objective was
assigned a priority to correspond with a recommended time frame for completion. Assigning a category
and associated time frame provides a consistent manner in which objectives can be prioritized and
accomplished within the administrative, financial, and political realities of the organization. Strategic
initiatives, goals, objectives, performance indicators, and outcomes become an important part of the
organization’s efforts. By following these components carefully, the organization will be guided into the
future and should benefit from reduced obstacles and distractions. The strategic initiatives, goals, and
objectives are detailed in the following pages. As the project continues forward, operational plans will be
developed that will define detailed tasks and timelines to be used to accomplish each goal. The
operational plans will be made available once they are completed.
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Definition of Terms
There are four main components to a strategic plan: Initiatives, Goals (short/medium/long-range),
Objectives, and Critical Tasks. For purposes of this strategic plan, they are defined as follows:
Initiative – The largest overarching element of a strategic plan, an initiative is a broad enterprise where
the department may have multiple areas of focus.
Goal – A smaller component of and subordinate to an initiative, a goal is focused on one particular area
but is still general in nature. If all of the goals under an initiative have been accomplished, the initiative
will be considered achieved.
Objective – A smaller component of and subordinate to a goal, an objective is usually defined as specific,
measurable, action oriented, realistic, and time sensitive. If all objectives under a goal are accomplished,
the goal will have been accomplished.
Critical Task – The smallest component of a strategic plan, critical tasks are the immediate (within 90 days)
action steps needed to meet an objective. Not all objectives have critical tasks.
Short-Term Objective – A short-term objective is an important component that needs to be accomplished
within the first year to address a significant issue or provide a foundation for additional objectives.
Medium-Term Objective – A medium-term objective is a significantly complex objective that will take one
to three years both to obtain the necessary resources and to implement.
Long-Term Objective – A long-term objective is a complex task requiring planning, funding, and policy
development that will take three to five years to complete.
Outcome – The outcome is the desired consequence of an objective once accomplished.
The following are tables of those initiatives (in bold) with their subordinate goals (numbered/lettered),
and goals with the subordinate objectives (numbered). Critical tasks are listed where they were identified
(in bold italics).
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Strategic Initiatives, Goals, and Objectives
Initiative 1 – Service Delivery
The SRFD will staff and operate in a manner that addresses the immediate and long-term core and specialty
service delivery needs of the communities served. A service delivery analysis will be conducted to ensure the
necessary training, facilities, equipment, technology, automation, and specialty resources are present to provide
maximum effectiveness and efficiency.
The SRFD will provide all risk responses in accordance with industry best practices based on the identified risk
profile and available resources. SRFD will use performance and outcome data to provide accountability and key
performance indicators for department personnel, the City, and community.
Initiative Managers:
Goal:

Objectives

1:1

Goal:
1:2

Establish Standard of Cover (SOC) Plan Using Current and Projected Statistics and Demographics
1. Provide consultant with data needed to complete SOC.
Responsible:

Timeline: Short-Term (1yr)

Based on SOC, Evaluate Alternative Service Delivery Models, and Station Locations
1. Strategic Planning Committee (SPC) to review findings of SOC.
Responsible:

Timeline: Short-Term (1yr)

Objectives

2. SPC to prioritize needs and make recommendations of timelines for implementations.
Responsible:

Timeline: Short-Term (1yr)

3. Format recommendations into a staff report.
Responsible:

Timeline: Short-Term (1yr)

4. Obtain approval from City management to implement recommendations.
Responsible:

Timeline: Mid-Term (2yr)
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Goal:
1:3

Assess Special Operations Capabilities and Identify Needs

Objectives

1. Review SOC and Compliance of Industry and Department Standards.
Responsible:

2. Submit recommendations to Training and Finance.
Responsible:

Goal:
1:4

Timeline: Short-Term (1yr)

Timeline: Short-Term (1yr)

Develop Enhanced Performance Reporting System to Include Outcome Data
1. Identify data that needs to be collected and determine if current Records Management System
(RMS) is capable.

Objectives

Responsible:

Timeline: Short-Term (1yr)

2. If needed, assess other RMS solutions and submit request for proposal (RFP) from other vendors.
Responsible:

Timeline: Short-Term (1yr)

3. Training and implementation of enhanced reporting.
Responsible:

Timeline: Mid-Term (2yr)

Desired Outcomes:
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Initiative 2 – Training
Training provided by the SRFD will ensure that an emergency response workforce is maintained in a state of
physical fitness, readiness, and competency that will result in safe and efficient emergency and non-emergency
operations. The SRFD will provide adequate training facilities, curriculum, and performance standards to ensure
all personnel are performing tasks in a safe and competent manner. All training will be conducted in accordance
with local, state, and federal mandates, as well as the unique needs of the communities served. Training will be
conducted in a manner that maximizes the size, economies of scale, and extraordinary amount of skill and human
capital present in the SRFD.

Initiative Managers:
Goal: 2:1

Develop and Adopt Infrastructure and Capital Asset Replacement Programs for Training
1. Build brick and mortar classroom.
Responsible:

Timeline: Long-Term (5yr)

2. Commission tower improvement committee to evaluate the feasibility of becoming a regional
training facility.
Responsible:

Timeline: Short-Term (1yr)

3. Build a live fire training facility.
Responsible:

Timeline: Mid-Term (2yr)

Objectives

4. Build a forcible entry prop at the tower.
Responsible:

Timeline: Mid-Term (2yr)

5. Build a Haz Mat training prop.
Responsible:

Timeline: Mid-Term (2yr)

6. Build a CSFM approved RS prop.
Responsible:

Timeline: Mid-Term (2yr)

7. Implement a capital asset replacement program for structural and wildland personal
protective equipment (PPE).
Responsible:

Timeline: TBD

8. Implement a capital asset replacement program for Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus
(SCBA).
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Responsible:
Goal: 2:2

Timeline: TBD

Develop and Adopt an Enhanced Health and Wellness Program
1. Provide annual physicals for line personnel per NFPA 1581.
Responsible:

Timeline: Short-Term (1yr)

Objectives

2. Identify annual replacement needs of adequate, safe, and comprehensive physical fitness
equipment at all worksites.
Responsible:

Timeline: TBD

3. Support and utilize Pulmonary Function Tests through training and continuing education (CE).
Responsible:

Timeline: TBD

4. Create a proposal to provide training and access to a nutritionist.
Responsible:
Goal: 2:3

Timeline: Mid-Term (2yr)

Develop and Adopt an Enhanced Professional Development Program
1. Provide a bi-annual truck company operations academy.
Responsible:

Timeline: Mid-Term (2yr)

Objectives

2. Provide a bi-annual officers’ academy.
Responsible:

Timeline: Short-Term (1yr)

3. Establish training advisory committee that will evaluate current and forecasted training needs.
Responsible:

Timeline: Short-Term (1yr)

Desired Outcomes:


Adoption of training capital replacement program



Adoption and implementation of an enhanced health and wellness program



Adoption and delivery of a professional development program



Establishment of a training advisory committee (TAC) with subject matter experts (SMEs) who are
readily identified and sought out for participation in training within the SRFD and the region
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Initiative 3 – Finance
SRFD is committed to identifying and using varied and innovative revenue resources to fund operational and
structural improvements and to lessen the burden of its operations on the taxpayer. The SRFD will demonstrate
exceptional fiscal stewardship and seek to capture additional revenue through the expansion of partnerships,
enhanced reimbursable services, and development of value added services. The SRFD will perform short- and
long-range capital and operational financial planning in a manner that ensures existing and future service levels
can be sustained.
Initiative Managers:
Goal:
3:1

Identify New Revenue Sources and Establish Five-Year Revenue Projections
1. Cost Recovery
a. Identify and pursue recovery revenue to provide administrative/operational services.
Responsible:

Timeline: Short-Term (1yr)

Objectives

2. Training
a. Evaluate revenue streams from outside training.
Responsible:

Timeline: Mid-Term (2yr)

3. Permitting Revenue
a. Identify and pursue new revenue from emerging industries.
b. Identify and pursue impact fees from high usage occupancies.
Responsible:
Goal:
3:2

Timeline: Ongoing

Establish and Adopt a Five-Year Revenue Protection Plan
1. Develop a plan to continually educate stakeholders on resources needed to effectively serve our
community.

Objectives

Responsible:

Timeline: TBD

2. Work with City Finance Department to identify and publish information on Measure P (similar to
Measure O).
Responsible:

Timeline: TBD

3. RFP for ambulance SOC. SRFD included as part of franchise Ground Emergency Medical Transport
(GMET) Contractor vs. Sub-Contractor Feasibility Study.
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Responsible:
Goal:
3:3

Timeline: TBD

Adopt a Fire Department Capital Replacement Facilities Plan
1. Execute existing plans.
a. Station 9 (FY 17/18)
b. Station 11 (2023)
Responsible:

Timeline: TBD

Objectives

2. Possible relocation/new construction.
a. Review SOC and identify optimized station locations per SOC (1 year)
b. Prepare SRFD recommendations for approval by CM/CC (2 years)
c. Upon approval, implement the plan
Responsible:

Timeline: Long-Term (5yr)

3. Fire station reconditioning.
Responsible:
Goal:
3:4

Timeline: Long-Term (5yr)

Identify a SRFD Grant Coordinator and Aggressively Pursue Grant Funding Opportunities

Objective

1. Monitor and pursue all opportunities.
a. Identify areas of responsibility for grant applications, e.g., training/FP, etc. (6 months)
b. Establish interest list of employees who wish to participate (6-12 months)
Responsible:
Goal:
3:5

Timeline: Short-Term (1yr)

Develop and Adopt an SRFD Financial Contingency Plan

Objectives

1. Create an unfunded priority list.
a. Identify unfunded priorities and create a list that is maintained and reevaluated annually
b. Pursue funding streams
Responsible:

Timeline: Short-Term (1yr)
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Desired Outcomes


Leverage the service fees currently in place and implement additional service fees to enhance the
agency’s fiscal sustainability



Participate in identifying cost savings or cost-avoidance opportunities and become recognized for
identifying those opportunities, which result in actual savings



Five-year alternative revenue strategy



Five-year revenue protection plan



Five-year capital facility plan



Designated Grant Coordinator (Anna McAuliffe) and five-year grant goal and implementation plan



Five-year financial contingency plan
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Initiative 4 – Community Engagement
Marketing and outreach for the SRFD will focus on community partnerships and engagement. This initiative will
specifically address key stakeholder groups in a manner that customizes communication and outreach efforts for
each stakeholder and community need. The SRFD service delivery model will maximize effectiveness through
outreach and communication measures that provide accurate, timely, and appropriate messaging and marketing.
Outreach measures will clearly articulate the proven and potential benefits of services and staffing provided by
the SRFD, as well as social services available to the community.
Initiative Managers:
Goal: 4:1

Improve/Enhance Marketing and Outreach Programs

Objectives

1. Identify needs not currently being met and impacts to current staff workload.
Responsible:
2. Secure funding and fill position.
Responsible:
Goal: 4:2

Timeline: Short-Term (1yr)

Timeline: Short-Term (1yr)

Increase Community Participation in Citizens Organized to Prepare for Emergencies (COPE)
1. Fill Outreach position.

Objectives

Responsible:

Timeline: Short-Term (1yr)

2. Develop relations to engage with community.
Responsible:

Timeline: Short-Term (1yr)

3. Improve Outreach materials and modes of communication.
Responsible:
Goal: 4:3

Timeline: Short-Term (1yr)

Review Policies and Procures Related to External Communications
1. Implement a social media policy.

Objectives

Responsible:

Timeline: Short-Term (1yr)

2. Refine public information policy.
Responsible:

Timeline: Short-Term (1yr)

3. Provide additional outreach and public information.
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Responsible:

Objectives

Goal: 4:4

Timeline: Mid-Term (2yr)

Fund Long-Term Staffing Needs
1. Use budgetary process.
Responsible:

Timeline: TBD

Desired Outcomes:


SRFD personnel are engaged in marketing their agency internally and externally with frequent,
consistent, and positive messaging while using the adopted branding message



Increase community participation in the COPE program by 20% annually for the duration of the
Strategic Plan



Updated and adopted policies and procedures for external communications by the SRFD



A high degree of community support for adopted staffing and service delivery levels
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Initiative 5 – Administration and Support Services
The SRFD will establish, adopt, and implement an organizational philosophy that will center on the efficient and
effective administration of the SRFD. This philosophy will not be a procedure but rather a vision of how the
membership wants the SRFD administration to operate as a high functioning unit with the appropriate staffing
levels in place.
This philosophy will deal with all support service functions with a focus on communications within the
department, as well as with elected officials and other city departments. It will result in a common understanding
of the means and methods to effectively administrate all areas of responsibility, including technology, facilities,
fleet management, recruitment and retention, policies and procedures, and ISO and accreditation standards.
Initiative Managers:
Goal: 5:1

Create a Communications Plan between Department, Divisions, and Elected Officials
1. Conduct a survey to evaluate the current practices for internal communications.
Responsible:

Timeline: Short-Term (1yr)

2. Create a committee within each rank/division, including HR facilitation, to create a plan of
expectations for basic business communication.
Responsible:

Timeline: Short-Term (1yr)

Objectives

3. Create a plan of expectations of basic business communication practices.
Responsible:

Timeline: Short-Term (1yr)

4. Increase the use of face-to-face communication to allow the most accurate interpretation
of the message and to protect confidential information.
Responsible:

Timeline: Short-Term (1yr)

5. Create a committee to conduct a resource and staffing needs assessment for the
implementation and development of a customer service plan.
Responsible:

Timeline: Short-Term (1yr)
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Goal: 5:2

Create a Needs Assessment Plan for Each Facility to Ensure Sensitivity to and
Accommodation of Gender, Americans with Disability Act (ADA), and Environmental
Requirements, etc.
1. Standardize specific design prototype model, designed by committee consisting of
members appropriate to gender, ADA, and environment.

Objectives

Responsible:

Timeline: TBD

2. Establish a committee to formulate standards for every station’s standard footprint.
Committee to consist of a broad spectrum of impacted groups.
Responsible:

Timeline: TBD

3. Committee to survey existing station for needs assessment and lifespan.
Responsible:

Objective

Goal: 5:3

Goal: 5:4

Timeline: TBD

Create a Resource and Staffing Study Needs Assessment to Determine the Workflow of
Internal Projects and Processes.
1. HR to assist staff to re-evaluate task, scope, and flow of each division and position.
Responsible:

Timeline: TBD

Develop and Adopt a Plan to Improve the Process Between Apparatus Maintenance and the
Fire Department
1. Measure customer satisfaction.
a. Develop online/INET feedback form for apparatus repair.

Objectives

Responsible:

Timeline: Short-Term (1yr)

2. Improve quality control (QC).
a. Work with fleet for development.
Responsible:

Timeline: Short-Term (1yr)

3. Increase communication.
a. Face-to-face hands off.
Responsible:

Timeline: Short-Term (1yr)
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Goal: 5:5

Create a Standardized Fire Department Vehicle and Equipment Service and Repair System.
1. Establish time frames for repairs.
Responsible:

Timeline: Short-Term (1yr)

Objectives

2. Prioritize process for all City vehicles.
Responsible:

Timeline: Short-Term (1yr)

3. Explore alternative for Fire Department Fleet Services.
Responsible:

Timeline: Mid-Term (2yr)

Desired Outcomes:


A communication plan between SRFD divisions, elected officials, and the community



Identify gender, ADA, and environmental issues and impacts for all SRFD facilities



Clearly define work flows and associated staffing for all SRFD projects



Adopted performance improvement plan between the City’s Facilities Maintenance Division and the
SRFD



Standardized fire department vehicle and equipment service and repair system
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Initiative 6 – EMS
The SRFD will build upon its long-standing provision of high-quality medical response and care. Focused study and
efforts will be allocated toward determining the future role the SRFD will play in emergency medical response,
transport, and mobile integrated health care services. Future emergency medical services will be measured against
industry best practices and outcome data. The SRFD will research and leverage the use of Ground Emergency
Medical Transport (GEMT) supplemental funding, technology advances, and strategic partnerships to provide the
highest level of service possible in the most efficient and effective manner.
Initiative Manager:
Goal: 6:1

Conduct an EMS Transport Feasibility Study
1. Commission a feasibility study that includes operational, financial, and administrative analysis.

Objectives

Responsible:

Timeline: Short-Term (1yr)

2. Study will develop recommendations for viable service delivery for SRFD.
Responsible:

Timeline: Short-Term (1yr)

3. Present viable option to City Council for approval.
Responsible:
Goal: 6:2

Timeline: Short-Term (1yr)

Develop and Implement Tactical EMS Program
1. Conduct training to meet CVEMSA policy for SRFD.
Responsible:

Timeline: Short-Term (1yr)

2. Ensure personnel and equipment are in place to implement policy.

Objectives

Responsible:

Timeline: Short-Term (1yr)

3. Work with SRPD to define tactical operations with SRFD.
Responsible:

Timeline: Short-Term (1yr)

4. Identify personnel and provide training.
Responsible:

Timeline: Short-Term (1yr)

5. Implement policy and procedures for active response.
Responsible:

Timeline: Short-Term (1yr)
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Goal: 6:3

Develop and Adopt EMS Data Collection Elements, Outcome Metrics, and Reporting Format
1. Develop performance and outcome data collection points for SRFD.
Responsible:

Timeline: Short-Term (1yr)

Objectives

2. Establish data collecting format and reporting methodology.
Responsible:

Timeline: Short-Term (1yr)

3. Develop and implement data collection policy.
Responsible:
Goal: 6:4

Timeline: Short-Term (1yr)

Approve and Implement Results of EMS Transportation Feasibility Study
1. Review and analyze recommendations and options.
Responsible:

Timeline: Mid-Term (2yr)

2. Identify and write program for approval.

Objectives

Responsible:

Timeline: Mid-Term (2yr)

3. Identify partners and prepare response to RFP.
Responsible:

Timeline: Mid-Term (2yr)

4. Implement system.
Responsible:

Timeline: Mid-Term (2yr)

Desired Outcomes:


Complete and adopt an EMS transport and GEMT Supplemental Reimbursement Program study



Full functioning tactical EMS program to include FRALS response and tactical team membership



Adopted core performance data and outcome measurements with corresponding reporting



Implementation of approved EMS and GMET study recommendations
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Initiative 7 – Fire Prevention and CUPA
SRFD recognizes that it is in the best interest of all residents, business owners, firefighters, and visitors that the
community is as safe as can practically be achieved. The SRFD Fire Prevention and CUPA Division will take the
necessary steps to achieve this through its efforts in fire cause determination, hazardous materials program
management, public education, occupancy inspections, and building plan reviews. Improved service levels and
outcomes will be accomplished through centralized data and programmatic metrics that will provide greater
effectiveness, quantified through reported outcomes. This focus will result in a reduction in fires, increased life
safety, and a safer community.
Initiative Manager:
Goal: 7:1

Conduct an Evaluation of Staffing within Fire Prevention and CUPA Division.
1. Identify all programs and responsibilities for Fire Prevention Bureau.
Responsible:

Timeline: Short-Term (1yr)

Objectives

2. Define current employee tasks and responsibilities.
Responsible:

Timeline: Short-Term (1yr)

3. Identify all tasks and programs not being adequately addressed.
Responsible:

Timeline: Short-Term (1yr)

4. Make recommendations of needs to Chief.
Responsible:
Goal: 7:2

Conduct a Review of FP/CUPA Tasks, Responsibilities, and Procedures for Fire Department
Staff
1. Identify all programs and tasks for operations staff.
Responsible:

Objectives

Timeline: Short-Term (1yr)

Timeline: Short-Term (1yr)

2. Identify inconsistencies that need to be addressed.
Responsible:

Timeline: Short-Term (1yr)

3. Solicit and gather input of needs.
Responsible:

Timeline: Short-Term (1yr)

4. Deliver said needs.
Responsible:

Timeline: Mid-Term (2yr)
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Goal: 7:3

Develop Contingency Plan to Forecast Anticipated Mandated Workload Increases
1. Identify seasonal programs and mandated requirements.
Responsible:

Timeline: Long-Term (5yr)

Objectives

2. Secure funding.
Responsible:

Timeline: Long-Term (5yr)

3. Hire additional staff to offset increased workload.
Responsible:
Goal: 7:4

Timeline: Long-Term (5yr)

Improve Weed Abatement Program and Implement Inspection and Enforcement of
Vegetation Management Elements
1. Evaluate weed abatement software with comparable agencies.
Responsible:

Timeline: Mid-Term (2yr)

Objectives

2. Evaluate existing software to determine/evaluate whether to purchase new software or
continue to use existing software.
Responsible:

Timeline: Mid-Term (2yr)

3. Proceed with vegetation management program implementation by moving to inspection
phase.
Responsible:

Timeline: Mid-Term (2yr)

Desired Outcomes:


Validated staffing levels with clearly identified roles and responsibilities



Available surge capacity with written workload contingency plans



Clearly defined and implemented Fire Prevention/CUPA roles and responsibilities for operational
personnel



Enhanced enforcement and participation in wild-land urban interface (WUI) programs
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Implementation Methodology
“The three major keys to successful strategic planning and implementation are commitment,
credibility, and communication.”
These three critical elements are best addressed by appropriate prioritization and completion of
objectives, consistently seeking and acting on input from SRFD members, communicating plan status on
a consistent basis, and measuring compliance for the established timelines.
Prioritization of Objectives
In conjunction with developing operational plans, assigned committees/individuals are charged with
prioritizing each of their objectives. Each assigned committee/individual will use the provided objectiveweighting tool and consider the adopted weighting indicators in determining the priority and timing for
each objective. Upon approval of the Executive Committee, objectives that can be accomplished over the
course of the current fiscal year within the limits of existing program maintenance budgets will receive
highest priority.
SRFD Member Input and Communication
Once the operational plans for each objective are developed, the groups tasked will forward ideas,
suggestions, and comments to the Fire Administration for review and approval.
2016 Implementation Timeline
The SRFD Strategic Planning Team (the Team) is committed to a regular schedule of status updates and
accountability monitoring. The Team has set an implementation schedule for 2016 to ensure regular
communication and commitment to the Strategic Plan:


September - October 2016 – Chief provides summary of Strategic Plan initiatives and goals to
membership, partner agencies, and interested community stakeholders.



November 2016 – Official development of operational plans begins.



Quarterly Meeting – The Team will meet to track progress of operational plan development and
objectives prioritization.



Annual Budget Development Plan Review – Strategic Plan is reviewed and prioritized in
accordance with budget development and annual planning priorities.

In addition to the quarterly planning meetings, the Team will meet on an annual basis to assess progress,
celebrate accomplishments, and ensure the ongoing viability and validity of the SRFD Strategic Plan.
To help maintain communication about the organization’s progress in meeting its goals to the
membership, SRFD leadership has committed to publishing quarterly regular status reports and minutes
resulting from the Team’s quarterly and annual meetings.
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Fiscal Year 20__/__
Month Year (Q__)

Implementation Timeline Status: On Target– Delayed or Deferred – Not Currently On Target

STRATEGIC INITIATIVE

DESCRIPTION

UPDATE
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Appendix B – Committee Objective Weighting Tool
OBJECTIVES

NOTES

BENEFIT TO SRFD
1 = No Clear Benefit
2 = Possible Benefit
3 = Clear Benefit
4 = Absolute Benefit
FEASIBILITY
1 = Not sure it can be done
2 = Can be done but need
resources/staff
3 = Have resources but not staff
4 = Have staff but not resources
5 = Have resources and staff
6 = Already started will be done
PERCEIVED NEED
1 = Little or no need
2 = Some need
3 = Nominal need
4 = Strong need
5 = Absolute need
FISCAL/FUNDING
1 = No funds identified
2 = Need substantial funds
3 = Realign budget to find
funding
4 = Currently funded
5 = Saves department money
TOTAL:
COMMENTS:
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Appendix C – Operational Plan Worksheet
Initiative:

Managing Chief:

Dept. Program:

Committee Lead:

Dept. Program Manager:

Goal:
Objective:

#

Task

Responsible
Party

Start
Date

Completion
Date

Cost
Estimate

Comments

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
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